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Abstract— Algorithms which have been created for
predicting the perceived quality of a image defines the field
of objective visual quality assessment (QA). Recent image
quality assessment (IQA) methods achieve excellent
correlation with human visual perception of quality of
image. Basically, it is a challenge to produce better results.
One promising method is to rate image quality estimation by
visual importance. To this result, we describe three
strategies- Full Reference IQA (FR), No Reference IQA
(NR), Reduced Reference IQA (NR). In comparison with
some basic studies we find that all these schemes can
enhance the comparisons with subjective judgment
significantly. There is an important factor in IQA which is
depends on the information change. Many metrics have been
used to estimate the difference between distorted and
reference image. There are various families present, which
depend on change in information, varies from full reference
to no reference. Here we will have brief look on FR, NR,
and RR QA metrics.
Key words: Image quality, image information, entropy,
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reference image which can actually get by the steerable
pyramid. The quality is mainly based on calculating the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence among the wavelet
coefficients of the reference image and the distorted image.
This technique is further extended in [5], KLD is basically
used to improve the performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Full Reference
Basically, FR methods can be divided into two major steps:
the first one is to calculate the difference between original
and distorted images, leading to distortion types, and the
second one has to pool the individual errors globally. Two
main categories of FR metrics could be taken in to the count
in the literature. Methods from the first category, use a HVS
model for prior level perception, such as decomposition of
subband and effect of masking, in order to compute the
distortion types, but usually propose the really poor error
pooling metrics, such as Minkowski summation. On the
other side, a second important category of methods use
small amount of information about the HVS for error
presentation. This advantage of this method is that this
method is less robust. Objective of FR method based on
precise modelling of the HVS [5], feature based approach
and NSS (Natural Scene Statistic) based approach. The
ongoing research studies analysing performance of
algorithm have demonstrated that the (SSIM) structural
similarity index and the (VIF) information-theoretic visual
information fidelity index not only have impressive
performance as compared to the often perceived flaws in
peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) [3], but these are also the
leading quality metrics in terms of statistical performance
with human visual perception compared with other present
approaches to IQA.

Image quality assessment (QA) algorithms could be mainly
differentiate into three main approaches full reference
(reference available) and no reference (reference not
available) algorithms and reduced reference (partial
information about image). In this the mean squared error
(MSE) is very important quality metric which has been used
for a long time, since of its ease, although having a poor
relationship with human perception [1]. The last few years
has seen very operative progress in the field of full reference
image QA algorithms. The visual information fidelity (VIF)
[2] and the structural similarity index (SSIM) [3] are
examples of very successful full reference algorithms. The
significant progress in the field of NR QA has been
achieved by fading up the assumptions in the NR in many
ways. One metric is to arrange NR algorithms by
manipulating the primary information about the distortion
process distressing the image. Otherwise, fractional
information about the reference image can be made
accessible, which can be recycled along with the distorted
image to calculate quality. This model is known as reduced
reference (RR) QA, which may or may not necessitate
awareness of the distortion type. RR IQA algorithms include
supplying or providing very few amount of information
about the reference image sideways with the distorted image
that is convenient in quality estimation. E.g., the perception
of quality aware images was projected in [4], in which the
partial information of the reference image is embedded into
the image and which be extracted easily without any
distortions. The information which is being embed within
the image could be E.g., be the statistical parameters of
dissemination of the wavelet coefficients which are gotten
by a multi scale-space-orientation putrefaction of the

II. QUALITY ASSESSMENT
Before arriving into the heart of the subject, we will love to
give stress on what we will be describing here is simply a
raw framework of regions that we think will be appropriate
for our research. Our lack of perceptive abilities denotes that
this list is by no means global. Further, we have selected to
focus on particular regions more than others, nevertheless
this in not at all way nullify the research prospects that
might obtainable themselves in individual areas. Basically,
Image eminence is a characteristic of an image which
computes the observed image humiliation. Distortions are
introduced in image during acquisition, transmission,
compression, processing. Human being can do QA easily,
without any reference [5].

B. No Reference
Conventionally, NR algorithms have been distortionspecific. E.g., there exist an extreme of algorithms that need
to estimate the quality of blurred image or those that
estimate the quality of compressed images like JPEG,
JPEG2000 [6]. In these NR metric algorithms, distortion-
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specific representation of quality are calculated and then
„located‟ onto the quality scale by using mean opinion
scores. Traditionally, most of these algorithms can extract
information present in the edge and can look distribution of
edges to estimate quality of blur or ringing (which is in
JPEG2000 compression). If we take a look on JPEG
compression, blockiness is calculated at block-boundaries
with a measure of blur. Hence, however much work has
been done into NR metric IQA, half of the work has based
around distortion-specific algorithm. Recently have many
methods that are not dependent on distortion been proposed,
all are based on the statistical parameters of natural images.

be taken as an image. This recommend that differences in
entropy locations can give differences in the information
present. Which is, information can be saved in an
anisotropic way [1]. Entropy can be enforced as a global
metric or as a basic one, considering the probability of
various directionalities when trading with images. Entropy
is an significant aspect to consider, exclusively when
orientation obtains some particular information. Later,
oriental entropy assessments can be used to calculate
differences between various images or textures. Directional
entropy can be accomplished by means of the Rényi
entropy.
Rényi entropy calculations stand out as a
compatible entropic measure in this context [6].
To calculate the Rényi entropy,
∑∑
It is quite interesting to note that the Shannon entropy can be
given by,
∑∑
can be achieved from the Rényi entropy measure in the
limiting case when α→1.

Fig. 1: Image Quality Assessment
C. Reduced Reference
For the RR method, we can create a visual representations
which is based on the Human Visual System model. These
visual indications can be seen as low-level ones from an
HVS point of view which contain a lot of data. In the FR
metric, the pooling stage compared these low-level
representations in order to compute the quality score. For
the RR metric, we basically need to compare representations
which will contain partial data but of higher level. To
achieve this, we will need to have a proper way to extract
the high-level information from the basic visual
representation. RR metric is basically based on a natural
image statistic model [2] [5]. The general presumption used
in the natural image statistics-based way is that most realtime image distortions distract image parameters and make
the distorted image an “unnatural”. The bizzareness
calculated based on models of natural image parameters can
then be used to compute image quality degradation.
Particularly, here we have inspected that the minimal
dissemination of the wavelet coefficients inside a specified
subband differences in different approaches for various sorts
of image distortions. Then we can use an information
difference measure between probability distributions to
compute such differences and inspect if this provides a
fruitful quality assessment of images through analogy with
subjective image quality calculations.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Rényi Entropy
Entropy is basically the information present in the image.
Basically, any 2-D array which encompass information can

B. Multiscale Geometric Analysis
This Multiscale geometric analysis (MGA) is such a basic
framework for excellentally presenting high-dimensional
function. It is enhanced, developed, created and perfected in
signal processing, machine learning, and parameters. MGA
can encounter, formulate, represent, and employ data, e.g.,
edges, texture which basically term a high-dimensional
space but contain significant features roughly concentrated
on basic dimensional subsets, e.g., textures, curves. MGA
consists a huge quantity of implements and gets wavelet
transform involved as a particular case.
Various
The main aspects abducted by MGA
Transform
Some area with smooth contour with
HWD
angle
Some area with subsidiary smooth
Contourlet
contour
WBCT
Some area with only smooth contour
Wavelet
Point
The continues closed curve on smooth
Bandelet
plane
The continues closed curve on smooth
Curvelet
plane C2
Table 1: Main aspects abducted by different MGA
Therefore, MGA can be exploited to a huge
diversity of applications, e.g., medical imaging, object
recognition, and compression of the image. Though, it is
still ambitious in how to apply MGA transforms for QA,
though these are allegedly for this application. All this is just
because of MGA can consider and near a geometric
structure while giving extremely scant representations [7]
[8].
Important
Title
Conclusion
points
Reduced
Entropy,
Reference
Improvement in the
Entropic
Entropic
results with that of
Differencing.
Differencing
BLINDSII.
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Mean squared
error
RRIQA Using
A WaveletDomain
Natural Image
Statistic Model
RR-IQA Based
On
Perceptually &
Statistically
Motivated
Image
Representation
ReducedReference
Image Quality
Assessment
Using Divisive
NormalizationBased Image
Representation
REDUCEDREFERENCE
SSIM
ESTIMATION

Significance of
MSE
Wavelet domain,
KLD.

Emerging alternative
signal fidelity
measures.
Algorithm
implemented for
specific type of
distortions.(Blurring,
Blocking)

Statistical image
modelling,
perceptual image
representation,
DNT

Improved
performance for IQA

Divisive
normalization

This algorithm has the
potential to be used
for general purpose in
a wide range of
applications.

Structural
similarity,
Natural image
Statistics, KLD,
SSIM,
Restoration.

SSIM estimation has
good correlations with
FR SSIM
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Blind Image
Directional entropy
Quality
Renyi Entropy
plays an important
Assessment
role for QA.
Through
Anisotropy.
Table 2: Comparison with various RRIQA approaches
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper, we have discussed the IQA metrics in detail. In
image quality research, there are of course, many more
important factors beyond all these factors discussed above,
for example the domination of regions of interest and
protuberance on quality of image, the domination of taskbased objectives on quality, the associations between image
quality and image utility. The impartial of the above
discussion was not only for highlighting the kerbs in our
present knowledge of image quality assessment. In this
paper, of a RR image quality assessment framework
contains the advantages of multiscale geometry analysis
(MGA), Rényi entropy. And these factors are pretty much
important to compute the quality of an image.
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